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MANEUVERABILITY INVESTIGATION OF AN 03U-1 OBSERVATION AIRPLANE
By F. L. THOMPSON and H. W. KIRMZIBAUM

SUMMARY

This report presds the raulz% obtaind in manew
veralihly tests corwkted by the National Ad.oisory Com-
mdtee for Aeronautics with an 03 U-1 observation
airplane. Thi8 hm?atigationi-s the third ‘haa 8eri# oj
simi!izr inoedigaiti requested by the Bureau of Aero-
nuuiics, Naoy Department,for tlwpurpose of comparing
the manewverabiliiy of di$ereni airplam typ~. and to
providequuniihz.twe&a for waein eatabli.shinga a%erio.n
or meihadfor rati~ the maneumrabiliiy of any ai.rp?une.
The two former invtxtigatti were conducied &h the

yig?dertyptx dmignuiedF6C-$ and F6GL4and huve been
reportedpreviously.

il&asurement8 of the air speed, the angular Q.docity,
the linear a.cm?eraiion,and the posdti of the conirok
were made during abrupt single-cimirol maneuver8with
three 8top positimwfor each cordrol, during steudy hori-
zontal tw.rnafor the ckteiminution of minimum radim,
and during 180° turns by vati nwthook. Fli@pa$h
coordinuiea in two dimemions were determinedfor the
lSOOturns by nwanaof a speck.? cameraobseurade@ned
for tlw previous investigation of the F6C4 airplam.
AU maneumrs wiwepetformed at an altitude of approxi-
muiely 3,000 fed.

The r& of the abrupt s’h.gkconirol maneuver8are
presentedby cunw showing tik variation of the measured
quantitieswith respect to air speed and con$rolmovemeni.
There$wltsof the180° tumware 8h0wnby time historkx of
themeawred quantitiesfor one maneuverof eachtype and
by a tablegiving prin.cipaljlight-paihdimensions, altitude
change, speed change, time requiredfor completion, and
maximumvak423of recordedguantititxfor all turns. The
minimum radius of turnfor steady horizOn@?jtigMat an
altitude of 9,000 feet waafound to be i%%%?feet at 74 mi.la
per hour aa compared with 166feet & 76 mikx pm hour
and 136 feet at 63 mi.kx per hour for the F6GQ and
F6124 airplaw, rmpectively.

INTRODUCTION

A series of three investigations of the maneuvera-
bility of military airplanes has been conducted by the
National Advisory Committae for Aeronautics at the
request of the Bureau of Aeronautics, Navy Depart-
ment. The results of the first two of these invediga-
tions pertain to the single-seat fighter airplanes,
F6C-3 and F6C-4, and are given in references 1 and 2.
The resulk of the third investigation, which was ecm-
ducted on an 03U-1 observation airplane, arepresented
herein. These investigations have been made for the
purpose of obtaining data that will facilitate the rating
of military airplanw wording to their maneuvering
qualities

The generil procedure followed in this investigation
was similar to that used in the two previous ones.
Maneuvem were chosen so as to show as well as pos-
sible the separate and combined effectiveness of various
elements that influence the ability of the airplane to
maneuver. The maneuvers chosen oan be divided
into three principal groups: Abrupt single+xmtrol
maneuvers, 180° turns by various methods, and steady
horizontal turns for the determination of minimum
radius of turn. Recording instruments within the
airplane were used to determine air spe~d, linear ac-
celeration, angular velocity, and position of controls.
&uhr acc.derations were deduced from angular-
velocity records. A camera obscura on the ground
was used to record flight paths during 180° turns.
Various items pertaining to the performance of the .
airplane were determined in a series of preliminary
tests

The tests with this airplane complete the contem-
plated series_of investigations. The data obttied
from the complete series of teds are now being studied
for the purpose of developing a satisfactory criterion
or method of rating airplanes according to their ability
to maneuver. This study has not been completed and
will be reported at a later date.
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APPARATUS AND METHODS

APPARATUS

In this investigation te%s were made on an 03U-1
airplane (fig. 1) equipped with a 450-hp. air-cooled
engine. The principal spedications pwtainbg to the
dimensions and arrangement of this airplane are shown
in the appendix. The gross weight for the tests was

The recording instruments in the airplane consisted
of a control-position recorder (reference 3), three
angular-velocity recorders (reference 4), a 3-component
accelerometer (reference 5), an inclinometer, and a per-
formance recorder containing an air-speed unit
(reference 6) and an aneroid unit. All these instru-
ments give continuous photographic records. An

FIGU’ML—The 03U-1dI’@JI&

4,055 pounds and the center of gravity was located
16.54 inches back of the leading edge of the lower wing.
This weight and center+f-gravity location cmrepond

FI13-~—DIJMwtkJakonaationon03U-1drplane.

to the conditions speciiied for the normal full load.
The ailerons on this airplane have a differential move-
ment as shown in flgn-e 2.

electrically driven timer was used in conjunction with
these instruments to synchronize the records.

The accelerometer was located in the rear cockpit aa
near to the center of gravity as possible. The control-
position recorder was connected to the three controls in
the front cockpit. The air-speed recorder w-as con-
nected to the swiveling pito&static head mounted on a
boom extending forward 1.1 chord lengths from the
upper wing (fig. 1) to eliminate the errore caused
by interference. A liquid-in-glasa thermometer ma
mounted on the interpkme wires to permit observation
of air temperatures during flight.

As previously mentioned, a camera obscura was used
to record flight paths during 180° turm. This rLppara-
tus and its accessories are described and illustrated in
reference 2.

A system of one-way radiotelephone communication
from the ground to the airplanewas used in conjunction
with the camera obscura to coordinate flight and ground
operations. The microphone was located near the
camera for use by a ground observer. An aimraft
radio receiver designated ‘(Type BC-SA-167” by the
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Signal Corps, United Statea Army, was installed in the
airplane.

METHOD

Preliminary tests,—P:eliminaxy tes@ were made
with the airplane in the full-scale wind tunnel and in
@ght. The data obtained in these tests served several
purposes but particularly permitted the calculation of
the minimum radius of turn. In the wind-tunnel trots
the propeller-thrust curve was determined with the
airplane at 0° angle of attack. In the flight teds
several level runs and full-throttle climbs were made
from which numerous data were obtained. A csJ.ibra-
tion of the swiveling air+peed head was determined by
obtaining simultaneous records of the air speed
indicated by this head and that indicated by another
head suspended 60 feet below the airplane. The angle
of attack for the level runs was obtained from reccrds
of the attitude of the airplane. The air temperature
and engine speed were noted and the barometic
pressure of the air recorded so that the true air speed
rmd thrust horsepower could be computed. The level
runs were made at an air density corresponding
approximately to a standard altitude of 3,OOOfeet
@/p~= 0.915) and the climb data were obtained at
about the same density. An additional item obtained
during the preliminary tastswas the stabilizer position
required for balance with zero stick force at each speed,
hence at each angle of attack

From the wind-tunnel and flight data, lift and drag
characteristic for the power-on ccndition and curves
of horsepower required and horsepower available at a
standard altitude of 3,OOOfeet were computed. When
making these computations it was assumed that the
thrust was directed along the thrust axis and that the
thrust coefficients were not in.iluencedby the angle of
attack. The computations involved in determining
the desired quantities me as follows:

For level flight
CL= 2(W– Tsin cr~)

piW=
and

2T COSq
CD= p~,

(1)

(2)

where W is the weight of the airplane
T= (7Tpn’lYis the effective thrust

aT is the angle of attack of the thrust line, and
the other symbols have their usual sigdcance. For a
given flight condition the thrust coefficient CT was
found from the observed V/nD and the thrust curve
obtained from the wind tunnel.

Although all the preliminary flights were made at
approximately the same air density, there was suili-
cient variation in the test conditions tc influence
appreciably the calculated valuea of horsepower re-
quired and horsepower available. Consequently, the
procedure followed in finding the horsepower curves

4070~18

for the altitude of 3,OOOfeet entailed corrections neces-
mry to reduce observed results to the common altitude.
The forms of expressions used in finding horsepower
were:

hp mad= drag xv
~50 Coa ~, (level flight) (3)

md

hp.,m,, =% (full-throttle climbs) (4)

The flight data for the level runs give the lift and
&g coticients and angle of attack for a given veloc-
ity at the air density of the ilight. The lift coefficient
required for flight at the same velocity and at the
desired standard density was found from the relation

p (the prime refers tc the value at there-OL’= CL--J quired standard altitude) (5)

and the corresponding angle of attack was found frcm
the lift-coefficient curve. The drag coefficient cor-
responding to this required angle of attack was then
found and the horsepower required calculated by
means of the expression

hp.,md= ..c.’p’vw
1,100 cOsa~’ (6)

,

The corrections to thrust homepower available were
made in accordance with the average variations with
altitude given by Diehl in referenca 7.

Principal tests.—The ilight program of the principal
tests included single-ccntml maneuvers requiring the
abrupt use of elevator, ailerons, and rudder; 180°
turns in verticil and horizontal planea; some special
slow rolls; and steady horizontal turns for the deter-
mination of minimum radius of turn. The teds were
performed in an air density corresponding approxi-
mately ti that at a standard altitude of 3,000 feet and,
in general, were started frcm steady Ievel flight at G
various speeds with the stabilizer adjusted for zero
stick force. @ the procedure during the tests was
essentially the same as that described in references 1 .
and 2, it will be described very briefly herein.

The single-control maneuvers, except those involv-
ing the ailerons, were made at various indicated air
speeds up to the mtium level-flight indicated air
speed of 124 rnileaper hour. A limit of 97 miles per
hour was placed on the speed for abrupt aileron maneu-
vera to prevent undue stress of the airplane. The
single ccntrcl involved in each test was moved as
quickly as possible and great care was taken to prevent
the movement of any other control during the initial
stage of the subsequent motion. Twts were made
with the normal full movement and with two inter-
mediate stop positions for each contrcl, corresponding
roughly to one half and three fourths of the full
movement. The ccntrol movements were as follows:
Elevator up 30.3°, 22.6°, and-18.0°; left aileron down
13.0°, 10.4°, and 6.4°; rudder right 27.0°, 19.5°, and

.
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13.9°. A test for each condition was performed by
each Of tWOpilOtS.

The various types of 180° turns are classified as
wing+ver, horizontal turn, half aileron roll-half
100P, half kick roll-half loop, and hnmhnan tnrn-
The maneuvers were performed in the field of the
camera obscure so that the flight paths could be
recorded. When it was possible to do so, the maneu-
vers were started from various speeds up to the maxi-
mum indicated air speed of 124 miles per hour. For
the Immelman turn the starting speed was raised to
132 miles per hour by diving slightly at the start.
Several special slow rolls were made in which the pilot
attempted to produce rotation solely about the X axis.
After many attempts the desired motion was Approx-
imately attained. The steady horizontal turns used
ta determine the minimum radius of turn were started
with full throttle and gradually tightened up until the
desired air speed was attained without changing the
throttle. Records were taken after steady conditions
were attained at this air speed. This. procedure was
repeated for several speeds in the lower part of the
normal speed range. In each case the stabilizer was
set for high-speed Ievel-ilight balance.

Values of control” position, angular velocity, and
linear accelerations were obtained directly from the
instrument records. Angular accelerations were
derived bm the recorded angular velocity by graphical
ditEerentiation. True air speed was derived from the
air-speed reeds, barometric-pressure records, and
observed temperature. Flight paths for the 180°
turns were determined from the Camera+bscura
records in accordance with the method described in
reference 2.. . PRECISION

Lag in the angukmvelocity recordem influenced the
records obtained by these instruments considerably in
the abrupt single+cmtrol maneuvem. Lag tests were
made with these instruments and the results were used
in applying , corrections” to the flight data. The
validity of the corrections is not entirely assured,
however, so that the angular accelerations obtained
from the flight records are not regarded as satisfactorily
precise except as regards their use in indicating
similarity or difference in the manner in which the
controls were applied by the two pilots in the abrupt
single-control maneuvers. The precision of the vari-
ous measurements is estimated to lib within the follow-
ing limits :

Linear accelerations, + 0.05 g
Air speed, * 2 percent
Control position, + 1“
Angular velocities, *2 percent for fairly

steady motion
Angular velocities, + 7 percent for maximum

values in abrupt
maneuvers

Flight-path dimensions, +4 per cent I

COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUITCS

RESULTS

PRELIMINARY TESTS

The results of the preliminary tests are shown in
figures 3 to 7, inclusive. The variations of stabilizer
position ~th indicated air speed (fig. 3) can be used in
determmmg the stabilizer setting during each maneu-
ver performed in the principal tests by reference to
the indicated air speed at which the maneuver was
performed., In a similar manner the curves in figure 4
indicate the initial angle of attack and propeller speed
in each maneuver. The effective thrust coefficients
shown in figure 5 were used in a manner previously
described for the calculation of forces during steady
turns and in deten.nining the lift, drag, and homepower
CU-V= shown in figures 6 and 7. Attention is
called to the fact that the lift and drag characteristics
pertain to the power-on condition rather than the
power-off condition as would be obtained in glide tests.
The lines of constant angle of attack on the horse-
power curves are utilized in calculations described later
regarding the minimum radius of turn.

SINGLE-CONTROL MANEUVERS

Elevator maneuvers,-The data obtained in abrupt
pull-ups are shown in iignres 8, 9, and 10 where maxi-
mum normal acceleration, mtium pitching velocity,
and maximum pitching tieleration are plotted against
initkd indicated air speed. Noteworthy features of
the results for full elevator movement are that the
values for normal accelerations are not proportional
to the second power of the velocity, that the curves of
maximum pitching velocity flatten at high speed,
and that the flattening is different for the two
pilots. These peculiarities are attributed chiefly to
the large force required to operate the elevators. A
study of the records obtained in these pull-ups shows
that the time required to operate the elevatorsiucreased
with speed and was such as to permit a considerable
decrease in air speed during the period required to
operate the elevators. The decrease in air speed
permitted the maximum normal accelerations to rdhin
smaller values than would have occurred if the change
in angle of attack could have been accomplished
rapidly. In this connection it should be mentioned
that in the tests reported in references 1 and 2 the
normal accelerations were found to vary as the
second power of the initial air speed. The difference
in the curves of maximum pitching velocity attained
by the two pilots is attributed to the fact that Pilot A
did not actually attain the nominal full elevator move-
ment at high speeds and utilized rather more time
during the latter stage of the elevator movement than
did Pilot B. Differences in piloting are also reflectid in
the ditTerencebetween the curves of maximum pitching
accelerations for the same nominal control movement.

The average effect of elevator movement on maxi-
mum pitching velocity and acceleration is shown in
6gnre 11 for three indicated air speeds. These curves
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~ormE 8.-Etnblltrer settfngfor zem stfok forcefn steady level llfght (OL3U-1afrpkme).
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were obtained from the average curves of the preced-
ing figures. The slopes of these curves show that in-
creasing the elevator movement would increase the
elevator effectiveness during the initial stage of the
rotation, but that the final rate of rotation would not
be appreciably increased.

Ailero&maneuvers.-The data obtained in the tests
involving abrupt sileron movements are shown in
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rapidity than did Pilot B. & this dillerence exists in
spite of repeated attempts by Pilot B to obtain valuea
equaling those obtained by Pilot A, the valuea ob-
tained by Pilot A should probably be regarded as
exceptional. Thus, as in the cftse of the elevator
maneuvers, the force required to operate the controls
apparently had some influence on the maneuver. In
this case, however, the maximum angular velocities

-2 L7dkafed airspeed m p h

FIomE 10.—Maxfmtunvolnmofnormafaccalsmtion,Pitchingvdmdty, ondPkoh.
fng amk=tfon f~ abrupt pull-upswfth l&IY olovatnrmovement(03U-I alr-
pfane).

Ekmfor movemrnf referred fo fhrusfuiis,de~ees - @

FIGIJBE11.-Vsrfatfon OfmaximumPitOh@ vOf@dtYand ~Om P1tOh~g00.
.2&rationwith elevatormovement(03U-1 Fdrplane).

figures 12, 13, and 14 where maximum rolling velocity show no consistent d.itlerences. As the period during
and acceleration are plotted against indicated air which the high acceleration acts is very short the large
speed. The ditlerence between the maximum rolling stick force in this cnse apprwently haa no appreciable
accelerations attained by the two pilots with full aile- iniluence on the pilot’s ability to roll the airplane.
ron movement indicates that Pilot A exerted a greater The large force required may be important, however,
stick force and thereby moved the ailerons with greater in complicated maneuvers where the pilot is unable
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to concentrate his energy on the operation of the by Pilot A are considered to ~e exceptional. The posi-
ailerons. tive slope of all the curves in this iigure indicates that

The curves in figure 16 show m&nmm rolling veloc- the effectiveness of the aileron will be increased by
ity and acceleration against aileron movement. The increasing the movement.

FIOIJEE12.—hlnxinmmvahmsofmlffngvelcdty andamalemtin forabmpt aflamn
movamerrt,IeJtailerondown 13.0”,foffmovement(0317-1elrplaoe)

Inaicaiedairspeed m.p h. ‘

~OUF4E 13.—bfexirnumvafn~ofrolflngvdedty andarceleratlonfcaabruptaflemn
movement!loftefferondown 10.4°(03U-I afrfieme).
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valuea of acceleration for full movement were taken Rudder maneuvers,-Maximum values of transverse
from the results obtained by Pilot B, aa those obtained acceleration, yawing velocity, and yawing acceleration
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obtained in the maneuvers involving the abrupt use
of the rudder are shown in figures 16, 17, and 18. In
contrast to the results obtained with the two other
controls, there is no evidence of a consistent difference
due to difference in piloting. The curves of @e 19

a hoiiofcd air-d m p f-i

Fmulm Ia—afdmnmVaha3of transversalacdemtfo%Ymfw yalwfm,and
mwfw acderatbnforabmpt redder movaman&rfght13.W(03U-1ah-plane).

showing the variation of maximum yawing velocity
and acceleration with control movement indicate a
practically constant increase of rudder effectiveness
with increased movement.

Fmmm 19.—Vdatlon of mnxfmam yawfng velocity end maxfmmn yawfng
accekatfon with redder movamant(03U-1alrplmm).

Special slow rolls.-These maneuvers have been
regarded as a good indication of the control effective-
ness. It was concluded, however, that the perform-
ance of these maneuvers is sc closely related to the
pilot’s skill that the results are of- small value where
quantitative data are required. The results obtained
in one of these maneuvers are shown in figure 20.

These results illustrate the most nearly successful at-
tempt to produce rotation solely about the X axis.

Turns of 1800.—The results for the 180° turns are
ahown principally in table I. Time histories of data
obtained in each type of turn are given in figures 21
to 25, inclusive. The data shown in these figures are
representative of each type of maneuver. Table I
gives i complete summary of signiihmt quantities
determined in these maneuvers. The flighhpath
dimensions given in this table apply to the projection
of the tight path in either a vertical or horizontal
plane. The wing-over is regarded as a hori.zonttd-
plane maneuver in which there is no resultant change
of altitude. Data from the horizontal-plane maneu-
vers in which the airplane did not return to approxi-
mately the initial altitude were excluded. The Immel-
man turn, the half kick roll-half loop, and the half
aileron roll-half loop are regarded as vertical-plane
maneuvers although the actual motion was not strictly
limited to a vertical plane. The maneuvera were
regmdcd as complete vi-hen the starting point had ‘
been passed after reve=ing the direction of flight.
In several cases the flight-path records were termi-
nated slightJy before completion of .maneuvem. The
tmtrapolation of the flight paths to determine the time
required for completion in those case9 rosulta in no
appreciable error.

The relative merits of the various maneuvers crm
_bejudged by a comparison of the data given in tuble I.
Owing to the violence of the half kick roll-half loop,
this maneuver was not performed at speeds greater
than 102 miles per hour, but for the range of speed in
which it was performed it required the least time for
completion, the time being about 10 seconds. The
time required to complete the horizontal turns de-
creased rapidly with increased speed until at 123
miles per hour, the time required was only 8.3 seconds.
The wing-over tti required the greatest time for
completion, the time being about 21 seconds at all
speeds. The least horizontal displacement required
for turning was about 500 feet and occurred in the
half kick roll-half loop at 84 miles per hour and the
horizontal turn at 123 miles per hour. The greatest
horizontal displacement required was 1,390 feet and
occurred in the half aileron roll-half loop at 117
miles per hour. As previously noted, the Immelmnn
turn was performed with a slight initial dive to gain
speed for the performance of the maneuver. The
speeds that have been tabulated for the above cases
are indicated air speeds and are about 4 percent less
than the true air speeds..

Steady horizontal turns.-The results of the tests
to.determine the minimum radius of steady horizontal
turn are shown in iigure 26. Experimental pointa
obtained from the same tests by two methods of clLl-
culation me given. The most direct method involved
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FmIJELE21.—WIIW+Wturn (03U-I aJrPlane).

FIQWEE21-Horizontal turn (03 U-1ahplane).

FIQUEE23.-HeJf afkiwnroII-half hmP(03U-1 afrliam).
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only the recorded air speed and acceleratio~ bm which
the radii were calculated by means of the equation

‘= (a.2T@)fi
(7)

where r is the radius of turn
aR, the rcm.dtantaccelerometer reading
V, the true air speed.

The results obtained by this method were erratic, pos-
sibly because the airplanewas traveling in its omwake.

For the second method the data required from the
steady turns were air speed and corresponding engine
speed. The thrust was calculated by means of these
flight data and the thrust curve of&we 5. The angle
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FIGURE2A-Half Hck roll-half tiP (03U-1 aJIPlaIIe).

of attack and corresponding lift coefficient were then I
found by utdizing first and second approximate solu-
tions of equation (2) and the curves of figure 6. The
resultant acceleration was calculated by means of the
expression

~~~g(C’pSW+ 22’ sin a=)
2W (8)

and r was found &m equation (7). The values ob-
tained by this method lie close to a smooth curve that
representsfairly well an average of th6 points obtained

by the previous method. This curve shows the mini-
mum radius of turn to be 322 feet at 74 miles per hour.

The usual method of calculating minimum radius of
turn where flight data are not available is to use curves
of horsepower available and required. (See reference
8, p. 217.) This method utilizes the expression .

w
‘=gtanf?

(9)

where 0 is the angle of bank, given by the expression

(10)

and V~V is the ratio of the speed in level flight to the
speed in a steady turn at the same angle of attack.
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Radii calculated by this method using the horsepower
curves of figure 7 are shown by the broken curve in
figure 26. The corn%ponding values of V and V, are
found from the curves of horsepower required and
horsepower available by having these curves inter-
sected by other curves representing the variation of
horsepower required .tith speed at constant angles
of attack, that is, at constant drag coefficients. Such
curves for various angles of attack are shown by
dotted lines in iigure 7. The results obtained by this
method give a minimum radius of 295 feet, which is
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ubout 8 percent less than the probably more nearly
correct value shown by the previous curve and which
lies within the region covered by the scattered-points
obtained by the most direct method. Gmsideration
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of the change of horsepower required and horsepower
available with altitude indicates that the minimum
radius at sea level would be about 18 percent less than
the value at 3,000 feet.

SUMMARYOF RESULTS

With full elevator movement (up 30.3°) maximum
angular velocities in pitch as obtained by either pilot
varied from 0.98 radian per second at 76 miles per hour
to 1.61 radians per second at 122 miles per hour.
These values agree closely with the data obtained with
the l?6C!-4 airplane. Considerable time waa required
to move the elevator at high speed, apparently because
of the large force required, so that there was a con-
siderable decrease in speed before the angle of attack
for mtiurn lift was attained. No appreciable
incrensein pitching velocities would have been attained
by increasing the allowable elevator movement above
30.3°.

With the full aileron movement (left aileron down
13.0°, right aileron up 18.5°) the maximum rolling
velocities varied from 0.53 radian per second at 71
miles per hour to 0.70 radian per secpnd at 97 miles
per hour. At the same indicated air speeds with the
F6U airplane the maximum rolling velocities attained
were 0.61 and 0.75 radkm per second, respectively,
but at 140 miles per hour the F6C4 airplane attained
a rolling velocity of 0.90 radian per second. Although’
the large force required to operate the ailerons ap-
parently affected the maximum rolling accelerations
m attained by tlm two pilots, maximum angular

velocities were not affected. An increase in the
allowable aiIeron movement above 13.0° would have
increased the maximum rolling velocity attainable,

With full rudder movement (right 27.0°) maximum
yawing velocities varied @om 0.46 radian per second
at 64 miles per hour to 0.90 radian per second at 127
miles per hour. At corresponding speeds with the
F6&4 airplane the values obtained were about 0.10
radian per second greatar than those obtained with the
03U-1 airplane. No effect of the force required to
operate the rudder was indicated in either the angular
acceleration or angular velocity attained. The vari-
ation of angular velocity with control movement
indicated that greater angular velocity would have
been attained with an increase in tho allowable rudder
movement.

In the 180° turns the half kick roll-half loop in
general required the least time (about 10 seconds) for
completion. The violence of this maneuver excluded
it from test at dpeedsgreater than about 100 miles per
hour. At full speed the horizontal turns required the
least time for completion (about 8 seconds). Wing-
over turns required the greatest time for completion
(about 21 seconds at all speeds). An Immelman turn
was performed in which the altitude gained was 43o
feet and the time required for completion was 17
seconds. In this particular maneuver, however,
sufhient momentum was acquired by diving slightly
at the start. Similar maneuvers were made with the
l?6C-4 airplane at generally higher speeds and in
generally less time than was required for the 03U-1
airplane. An exception is noted in the case of the
horizontal turns, however, in which the I?6CL4with
an initial speed of 128 miles per hour, required about 9
seconds and n horizontal displacement of 565 feet,
and the 03U-1, with an initial speed of 123 milm per
hour, required about 8 seconds and a horizontal dis-
placement of 490 feet. The one maneuver of this class
that provides the most definite indication of superior
maneuverability of the F6C-4 airplane over the 03U-1
airplane is the Immelman turn. With the I?6C-4
airplane this maneuver was performed without diving
at the start, required 11 seconds for completion, and
resulted in a gain of 550 feet of altitude.

The minimum radius of turn at an altitude of 3,OOO
feet waa found to be 322 feet at a true air speed of 74
miles per hour. The minimum radius calculated
from homepower curves waa 8 percent less than that
value. The estimated minimum radius at sea level
is 265 feet. The minimum radii for the I?6C-3 and
F6C-4 airplanes were 155 feet at 76 miles per hour
and 135 feet at 62 miles per hour, respedively, for an
altitude of about 2,5oo feet, which is sufficiently close
to 3,000 feet to make the test results comparable.

The tests with the 03U-1 airplane complete the
contemplated series of investigations. Consideration
is now being given to the problem of developing a
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suitable criterion or method for rating airplanes
according to their abili~ to maneuver. The results
of this study will be reported at a later date. An
important factor to be considered is that the method
of rating should be based on.itams that are independent
of the personal characteristics of a particular pilot,
and that, as far as is possible, can be determined
readily. Maximum speed, control effectiveness as
shown by the rwults of abrupt sin@ccmtrol man-
euvers, and minimum radius of steady horizontal turn

.are regarded as items of particular importance. The
fact that the excess energy required for maneuvering
is largely acquired through loss of speed suggests the
possibility that the maximum kinetic energy that an
airplane can surrender without varying the speed
beyond the range of normal level-flight speeds may
prove to be a particularly useful and convenient
item.

LANGLDY MEMORIAL AERONAUTICAL L-ABORATORY,

NATIONAL ADVISORY COItBWITEE FOR AERONATTFICS,

LANGLEY FJELD, VA., Januury 19,1933.

APPENDIX

SPECIFICATIONS OF 03U-I AIRPLANE.

T~Te ----------------------- Tractorbiplanej landplane.
~gine--------------------- Pratt and Whitney, R-1340-C.
Hompowa---------.---.--- 450 at 2,100 r.p.m.
Full lad-------------------- 4,057 lb.
Weight per square foot ------- 12.5lb.
~eight perhorsepower------- 9.02lb.
MUTiLUUmspeed------------- 138m.p.h> .
Distancefrom leadingedge of

lower wing to rudderpost-- 17ft. 9Jfin.

. . Fram Table of Char@erW% lvelgha and Performanceof U.S. Navy Oti-
vationand TmlnfngPlmcx Bureauof Aeronantfc&Navy DepartmanGJannmy
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bMaxhmm~as flawndmtcst% 132m.@.

Service ceiling--------------- 16,300ft.
Wing area including ailerons --- 325.6 sq. ft.
Aileron area----------------- 32.6 sq. ft.
Stabilizer area--------------- 23.6 sq. ft.
Qevator area -------------- 18.5 sq. ft.
Fin ~-------------------- 4.4 sq. ft.
Rudder area --------------- 14.1 sq. ft.
Airfoil section --------------- Upper N-22, lower G398.
Wing qan.----------------- 36 ft.
bn~h--------------------- 26 ft. }i @.
He~ht--------------------- 10 ft. 8 in.
Gp------------------------ 5 ft. 5 in.
Chord ---------------------- Upper 5 ft. 6 in., lower 4 ft.

9 in.
Angle of incidence ----------- OO.
Sir--------------------- 17.5 in.
Dihti-------------------- Upper 2°, lower 1.76°.
S]veepback ------------------ 4.75°.
Distance back from leading

edge lomr wing to c.g------ 16.27 in.
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